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VOCABULARY TERMS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 
 

TERM DESCRIPTION 
Environmenta
l Justice EJ is "the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of 

30T30T30TUUUraceUUU30T30T30T, color, sex, national origin, or 30T30T30Tincome30T30T30T with respect to the development, 
implementation and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and 
policies. 

In the early 1980s, environmental justice emerged as a concept in the 30T30T30TUnited 
States 30T30T30T, fueled by a mounting disdain within 30T30T30TAfrican-American 30T30T30T, 30T30T30THispanic30T30T30T and 
30T30T30Tindigenous communities 30T30T30T that were subject to hazardous and polluting industries 
located predominantly in their neighborhoods.  This prompted the launch of the 
environmental justice movement, which adopted a civil rights and social justice 
approach to environmental justice and grew organically from dozens, even 
hundreds, of local struggles, events and a variety of other social movements. 

By many accounts, the environmental justice movement began in 1982 in 
Warren County, 30T30T30TNorth Carolina30T30T30T. The state selected the Shocco Township to host 
a hazardous waste landfill containing 30,000 cubic yards of 30T30T30Tpolychlorinated 
biphenyl 30T30T30T (PCB)-contaminated soil. 69 percent of the Shocco Township’s 
population is nonwhite and 20 percent of the residents have incomes below the 
poverty level. The Shocco Township has the third lowest per capita income in 
the state. The publication of two studies, one by the government and the other by 
the 30T30T30TUnited Church of Christ30T30T30T’s Commission for Racial Justice (1987), provided 
empirical support for the claims of environmental racism. Bullard’s Dumping in 
Dixie (1990) added further support for the disproportionate burden of toxic 
waste on minority communities.  

In January 1990, the 30T30T30TUniversity of Michigan 30T30T30T’s School of Natural Resources 
sponsored a conference on race and the incidence of environmental hazards. 
Later the same year, the 30T30T30TUSEPA30T30T30T established its Workgroup on Environmental 
Equity. By October 1991, the First National People of Color Environmental 
Leadership Summit took place, organized and attended by more than 650 
grassroots and national leaders representing more than 300 environmental 
groups.PPP

 
PPP The Second National People of Color Environmental Leadership 

Summit (also called Summit II)PPP

 
PPPwas also held in Washington DC, from October 

23–26, 2002. Materials produced at the summit included a timeline for 
Environmental Justice milestones.  

By 1992, the EPA established its Office of Environmental Equity and the Work 
group on Environmental Equity had finished its report. Critics of the report 
contend that EPA did not go far enough in examining its current activities, 
including its own role in reinforcing environmental inequalities. Legislatively, a 
number of bills were introduced into Congress, including the Environmental 
Justice Act 1992. 30T30T30TPresident Clinton30T30T30T signed Executive Order 12898 (federal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racial_minorities
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actions to address environmental justice in minority populations and low-income 
populations) into law on February 11, 1994.  

Historically, minorities have been absent from the rank and file membership of 
mainstream environmental associations. At the same time, these organizations 
have not taken on environmental justice issues. In the 1990s, mainstream 
environmental organizations such as the 30T30T30TSierra Club 30T30T30T, the 30T30T30TAudubon Society30T30T30T, 
30T30T30TFriends of the Earth 30T30T30T, and 30T30T30TGreenpeace30T30T30T all began to recruit minorities both among 
their rank and file membership and to serve in staff and decision making 
positions. A few, including the Sierra Club and Greenpeace have participated in 
the environmental justice struggle by filing briefs or providing informational and 
organizational resources.   Others assert that since the 1990s, "an international 
Environmental Justice Movement is flourishing, having emerged out of various 
struggles, events and social movements worldwide.

Environmental law

Pollution control and remediation 

Air 
Hazardous substances 

Waste 
Water 

Resource conservation and management 

Fisheries 
Forests 

Historic sites 
Minerals 

Oil and gas 
Parks 

Species 
Water 

Planning, land use, and infrastructure 

Impact review 
Municipal planning 

Land use 
Transportation infrastructure 

Energy infrastructure 
Environmental justice 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sierra_Club
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenpeace
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Hazardous_substances_law&action=edit&redlink=1
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Scaffolds Scaffolding is a temporary structure used to support people and material in the
30T30T30Tconstruction30T30T30T or 30T30T30Trepair30T30T30T of 30T30T30Tbuildings 30T30T30T and other large structures. It is usually a 
modular system of 30T30T30Tmetal 30T30T30T 30T30T30Tpipes 30T30T30T or tubes, although it can be from other materials. 

Extension 
Ladder 

A fixed ladder divided into two or more lengths for working at various heights 
and for more convenient storage; the lengths can be slid together for storage or 
slid apart to maximize the length of the ladder; a pulley system may be fitted so 
that the ladder can be easily extended by an operator on the ground then locked 
in place using the 30T30T30Tdogs 30T30T30T and 30T30T30Tpawls. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Construction
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repair
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buildings
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pipe_(material)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dog_clutch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pawl
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bb/Ladder_and_telegraph_pole.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/80/Cincinnati-scaffolding.jpg
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Drywall Also known as plasterboard, sheetrock, wallboard, or gypsum board is a 
panel made of 30T30T30Tgypsum plaster30T30T30T pressed between two thick sheets of paper. It is 
used to make interior walls and ceilings.  Drywall construction became prevalent 
as a speedier alternative to traditional 30T30T30Tlath and plaster30T30T30T. 

Joists One of the horizontal supporting members that run from wall to wall, wall to 
beam, or beam to beam to support a 30T30T30Tceiling30T30T30T, 30T30T30Troof30T30T30T, or 30T30T30Tfloor30T30T30T. It may be made of 
30T30T30Toriented strand board30T30T30T, 30T30T30Tplywood30T30T30T, 30T30T30Twood30T30T30T, 30T30T30Tsteel 30T30T30T, or 30T30T30Tconcrete30T30T30T. Typically, a 30T30T30Tbeam 30T30T30T is 
bigger than, and is thus distinguished from, a joist. Joists are often supported by 
beams and are usually repetitive. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gypsum_plaster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lath_and_plaster
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceiling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roof
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oriented_strand_board
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plywood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concrete
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beam_(structure)
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3e/Drywall.jpg
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Hazardous 
Waste 

A hazardous waste is waste that poses substantial or potential threats to public 
health or the environment. In the United States, the treatment, storage and 
disposal of hazardous waste is regulated under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA). Hazardous wastes are defined under RCRA in 40 CFR 
261 where they are divided into two major categories: characteristic wastes and 
listed wastes. 

• Characteristic hazardous wastes are materials that are known or tested to
exhibit one or more of the following four hazardous traits:
o ignitability (i.e., flammable)
o reactivity
o corrosivity
o toxicity

• Listed hazardous wastes are materials specifically listed by regulatory
authorities as a hazardous waste which are from non-specific sources,
specific sources, or discarded chemical products.

The requirements of RCRA apply to companies that generate hazardous waste as 
well as those companies that store or dispose of hazardous waste in the United 
States. Many types of businesses generate hazardous waste. For example, dry 
cleaners, automobile repair shops, hospitals, exterminators, and photo processing 
centers may all generate hazardous waste. Some hazardous waste generators are 
larger companies such as chemical manufacturers, electroplating companies, and 
oil refineries. 

These wastes may be found in different physical states such as gaseous, liquids, 
or solids. A hazardous waste is a special type of waste because it cannot be 
disposed of by common means like other by-products of our everyday lives. 
Depending on the physical state of the waste, treatment and solidification 
processes might be required. 

Some of the most common "universal wastes" are: 30T30T30Tfluorescent light 30T30T30T bulbs, some 
specialty 30T30T30Tbatteries 30T30T30T (e.g. lithium or lead containing batteries), 30T30T30Tcathode ray tubes 30T30T30T, 
and mercury-containing devices. 

Household Hazardous Waste (HHW) (also referred to as domestic hazardous 
waste) is waste that is generated from residential households. HHW only applies 
to wastes that are the result of the use of materials that are labeled for and sold 
for "home use". Wastes generated by a company or at an industrial setting are 
not HHW. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Conservation_and_Recovery_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_Conservation_and_Recovery_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flammable
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corrosive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toxic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dry_cleaning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dry_cleaning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pest_(animal)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photo_processing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electroplating
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_refinery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorescent_light
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battery_(electricity)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathode_ray_tube
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The following list includes categories often applied to HHW. It is important to 
note that many of these categories overlap and that many household wastes can 
fall into multiple categories: 

• Paints and solvents
• Automotive wastes (used motor oil, antifreeze, etc.)
• Pesticides (insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, etc.)
• Mercury-containing wastes (thermometers, switches, fluorescent lighting,

etc.) 
• Electronics (computers, televisions, cell phones)
• Aerosols / Propane cylinders
• Caustics / Cleaning agents
• Refrigerant-containing appliances
• Some specialty Batteries (e.g. lithium, nickel cadmium, or button cell

batteries)
• Ammunition

Abatement Abatement means any measure or set of measures designed to permanently 
and safely eliminate hazardous waste. For example, LEAD 
ABATEMENT includes: 

(1) The removal of lead-based paint and lead-contaminated 
dust, the permanent enclosure or encapsulation of lead-
based paint, the replacement of lead-painted surfaces or 
fixtures and the removal or covering of lead-
contaminated soil; and 

(2) All preparation, cleanup and post-abatement clearance 
testing activities associated with such measures. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paint
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solvent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motor_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antifreeze
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Insecticide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbicide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungicide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(element)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermometer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switch
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_phone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refrigerant
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Carcinogen A carcinogen is any substance that is an agent directly involved in causing 
30T30T30Tcancer 30T30T30T.  Common examples of carcinogens are inhaled 30T30T30Tasbestos30T30T30T, certain 
30T30T30Tdioxins30T30T30T, and 30T30T30Ttobacco30T30T30T smoke. 30T30T30TCancer 30T30T30T is a disease in which damaged cells do not 
undergo 30T30T30Tprogrammed cell death30T30T30T. Carcinogens may increase the risk of cancer 
by altering cellular metabolism or damaging 30T30T30TDNA30T30T30T directly in 30T30T30Tcells30T30T30T, which 
interferes with 30T30T30Tbiological30T30T30T processes, ultimately leading to the formation of 
tumors. 

There are many natural carcinogens. 30T30T30TAflatoxin30T30T30T BRRR1RRR, which is produced by the 
30T30T30Tfungus30T30T30T 30T30T30TAspergillus flavus 30T30T30T growing on stored 30T30T30Tgrains30T30T30T, 30T30T30Tnuts30T30T30T and 30T30T30Tpeanut butter30T30T30T, is 
an example of a potent, naturally-occurring 30T30T30Tmicrobial30T30T30T carcinogen. Certain 
viruses such as 30T30T30THepatitis B30T30T30T and 30T30T30Thuman papilloma viruses30T30T30T have been found to 
cause cancer in humans. 

Cooking food at high temperatures, for example 30T30T30Tgrilling30T30T30T or 30T30T30Tbarbecuing30T30T30T meats, 
can lead to the formation of minute quantities of many potent carcinogens that 
are comparable to those found in cigarette smoke. 

30T30T30TTobacco smoke30T30T30T contains over 4000 chemical compounds, many of which are 
carcinogenic or otherwise toxic. One of these is a compound marketed as a rat 
poison. 

Occupational carcinogens 

Occupational carcinogens are agents that pose a risk of cancer in several 
specific work-locations: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asbestos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dioxins_and_dioxin-like_compounds
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tobacco
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programmed_cell_death
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_(biology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aflatoxin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fungus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspergillus_flavus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cereal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nut_(fruit)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peanut_butter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microbe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hepatitis_B
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_papilloma_virus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grilling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbecuing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tobacco_smoke
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Carcinogen Associated cancer sites or 
types 

Occupational uses or sources 

Arsenic and its 
compounds 

• Lung
• Skin
• Hemangiosarcoma

• Smelting byproduct
• Component of:

• Alloys
• Electrical and

semiconductor
devices

• Medications (e.g.
melarsoprol)

• Herbicides
• Fungicides
• Animal dips
• Drinking water

from
contaminated
aquifers.

Asbestos • Lungs
• Asbestosis
• Gastrointestinal tract
• Pleural Mesothelioma
• Peritoneal

Mesothelioma

Not in widespread use, but 
found in: 

• Constructions

• Roofing papers
• Floor tiles

• Fire-resistant
textiles

• Friction linings
(only outside
Europe)

• Replacement
friction linings for
automobiles still
may contain
asbestos

Benzene • Leukemia
• Hodgkin

lymphoma 

• Light fuel
oil

• Former use 
as solvent
and 
fumigant 

• Printing
• Lithography 
• Paint

R bb

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arsenic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hemangiosarcoma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smelting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconductor
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastrointestinal_tract
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleural
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leukemia
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hodgkin_lymphoma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel_oil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solvent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fumigant
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Safety 
Plan 

A construction safety plan can assist principal contractors to manage their 
workplace health and safety obligations. 

A principal contractor must prepare a construction safety plan before 
construction work starts. 

The plan must state: 
• workplace address
• name and address of the principal contractor
• whether there is a 30T30T30TSafety committee30T30T30T 
• whether there is a 30T30T30TSafety Officer30T30T30T appointed 
• expected start date
• estimated duration of the work
• type of construction
• 30T30T30Tplant provided for common use30T30T30T

• site rules
• the risks the principal contractor is obliged to manage
• proposed control measures for the risks
• how the controls will be implemented
• arrangements for monitoring and reviewing controls
• 30T30T30Temergency procedures30T30T30T

• 30T30T30Tpublic safety strategies30T30T30T. 

The plan must be written so it is easy to understand, signed and dated by the 
principal contractor. It must be available for the length of the project. 

The principal contractor must sign and date 30T30T30Twork method statements30T30T30T that have 
been received and keep them with the plan, as well as monitor their 
implementation. 

The principal contractor cannot allow work to start unless: 
• the plan has been discussed with or a copy given to all relevant

people 
• the plan is available or readily available for inspection.

http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/business/construction/whso/index.htm
http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/business/construction/whso/index.htm
http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/business/construction/housekeep/plants/index.htm
http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/subjects/firstaid/info/#response
http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/business/construction/majorhazards/public/index.htm
http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/business/construction/methods/wms/index.htm
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The plan must be amended if there are changes in how risks will be managed. 
The principal contractor must inform any affected person of the change. 

Asbestos Asbestos is a set of six naturally occurring 30T30T30Tsilicate minerals30T30T30T used commercially 
for their desirable physical properties. They all have in common their long, thin 
fibrous 30T30T30Tcrystals30T30T30T. The 30T30T30Tinhalation30T30T30T of 30T30T30Tasbestos fibers30T30T30T can cause serious illnesses, 
including malignant 30T30T30Tlung cancer 30T30T30T, 30T30T30Tmesothelioma30T30T30T (a formerly rare 30T30T30Tcancer 30T30T30T strongly 
associated with exposure to asbestos). Long exposure to high concentrations of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicate_minerals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inhalation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asbestos_fibers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lung_cancer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesothelioma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cancer
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asbestos fibers is more likely to cause health problems.  This is most common 
among the miners of asbestos, since they have the longest exposure to it.  

Asbestos became increasingly popular among manufacturers and builders in 
the late 19th century because of its sound absorption, average 30T30T30Ttensile strength30T30T30T, 
its 30T30T30Tresistance to fire30T30T30T, heat, electrical and chemical damage, and affordability. It 
was used in such applications as 30T30T30Telectrical insulation30T30T30T for hotplate wiring and in 
30T30T30Tbuilding insulation30T30T30T. When asbestos is used for its resistance to fire or heat, the 
fibers are often mixed with 30T30T30Tcement30T30T30T (resulting in 30T30T30Tfiber cement30T30T30T) or woven into 
fabric or mats. 

Mitigation Mitigation is a term used to describe projects or programs intended to offset 
known negative impacts to communities and historic or 30T30T30Tnatural resource30T30T30T such 
as a streams, wetlands, endangered species, archeological sites or historic 
structures. To "mitigate" means to make the environmental impact of projects 
less harsh or hostile. Environmental mitigation is typically a part of an 
environmental crediting system established by governing bodies which involves 
allocating debits and credits. Debits occur in situations where a natural 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensile_strength
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flame-retardant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_insulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building_insulation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber_cement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_resource
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2d/Asbestos3USGOV.jpg
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resource has been destroyed or severely impaired and credits are given in 
situations where a natural resource has been deemed to be improved or 
preserved. For example, in the United States, projects are valued based on 
what the intentions of the project are which may be to restore, create, 
enhance, or preserve communities and natural resources. 

Personal 
Protective 
Equipment 

Personal protective equipment (PPE) refers to protective 30T30T30Tclothing30T30T30T, 30T30T30Thelmets30T30T30T, 
30T30T30Tgoggles30T30T30T, respirators or other garments or equipment designed to protect the 
wearer's body from 30T30T30Tinjury30T30T30T by blunt impacts, electrical hazards, heat, 30T30T30Tchemicals30T30T30T, 
and infection, for job-related 30T30T30Toccupational safety and health30T30T30T purposes.  The use 
of personal protective equipment is to reduce employee exposure to hazards 
when engineering and administrative controls are not feasible or effective to 
reduce these risks to acceptable levels. 

OSHA The United States Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) is an 
agency of the 30T30T30TUnited States Department of Labor30T30T30T. It was created by Congress 
under the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act.  Its mission is to prevent 
work-related injuries, illnesses, and occupational fatality by issuing and 
enforcing standards for workplace 30T30T30Tsafety30T30T30T and health. It was also established to 
create a better workplace for all workers and to ensure the safety of everyone 
by making and enforcing certain standards that are needed to protect people. 
The agency is headed by a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor. 

OSHA federal regulations cover most private sector workplaces. OSHA conducts 
an inspection of a work site whenever there is a possible danger or a hazard 
that could lead to an injury or fatality in the future. Also, an inspection may 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clothing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helmets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goggles
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Injury
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemicals
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupational_safety_and_health
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Department_of_Labor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safety
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/12/Hazmat_DEA.jpg
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stem from worker complaints, accidents or fatalities that happen, or to follow 
up a previous inspection. 

EPA The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is an 30T30T30Tagency30T30T30T of the federal 
government charged with protecting human health and the environment, by 
writing and enforcing regulations based on laws passed by Congress. The EPA 
began operation on December 2, 1970.  The agency is led by its 30T30T30TAdministrator30T30T30T, 
who is appointed by the 30T30T30TPresident30T30T30T and approved by Congress. The current 
administrator is 30T30T30TLisa P. Jackson 30T30T30T. The EPA is not a 30T30T30TCabinet30T30T30T department, but the 
administrator is normally given 30T30T30Tcabinet rank30T30T30T. The agency has approximately 
17,000 full-time employees. 

The agency conducts environmental assessment, research, and education. It 
has the responsibility of maintaining and enforcing national standards under a 
variety of environmental laws, in consultation with state, tribal, and local 
governments. It delegates some permitting, monitoring, and enforcement 
responsibility to 30T30T30TU.S. states30T30T30T and 30T30T30TNative American tribes30T30T30T. EPA enforcement 
powers include fines, 30T30T30Tsanctions30T30T30T, and other measures. 

The agency also works with industries and all levels of government in a wide 
variety of voluntary pollution prevention programs and energy conservation 
efforts. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_federal_agencies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Administrator_of_the_Environmental_Protection_Agency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisa_P._Jackson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Cabinet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_rank
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._state
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Native_Americans_in_the_United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanctions_(law)
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/44/US-OSHA-Logo.svg
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Environmenta
l 
Responsibilit
y 

Environmental responsibility refers to an individual’s responsibility for 
environmental stewardship or environmental 30T30T30Tconservation30T30T30T and improvement 
of the health of the 30T30T30Tenvironment30T30T30T.  It includes individual behavior supporting 
practices such as informed consumption, conservation initiatives, investments 
in 30T30T30Trenewable energy30T30T30T, limiting the carbon footprint, and safe handling and 
disposal of environmental hazards. 

Green 
Building 

Green building (also known as green construction or sustainable building) 
refers to a structure built using a process that is environmentally responsible 
and resource-efficient throughout a building's life-cycle: from siting to design, 
construction, operation, maintenance, renovation, and demolition. This 
practice expands and complements the classical building design concerns of 
economy, utility, durability, and comfort.  

Although new technologies are constantly being developed to complement 
current practices in creating greener structures, the common objective is that 
green buildings are designed to reduce the overall impact of the built 
environment on human health and the natural environment by: 

• Efficiently using energy, water, and other resources,
• Protecting occupant health and improving employee productivity, and

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conservation_movement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environment_(biophysical)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/14/Environmental_Protection_Agency_logo.svg
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• Reducing waste, pollution and 30T30T30Tenvironmental degradation30T30T30T. 

Green building brings together a vast array of practices and techniques to 
reduce and ultimately eliminate the impacts of buildings on the environment 
and human health. It often emphasizes taking advantage of 30T30T30Trenewable 
resources30T30T30T, e.g., using sunlight through 30T30T30Tpassive solar 30T30T30T, 30T30T30Tactive solar30T30T30T, and 
30T30T30Tphotovoltaic30T30T30T techniques and using plants and trees through 30T30T30Tgreen roofs30T30T30T, 30T30T30Train 
gardens30T30T30T, and for reduction of rainwater run-off. Many other techniques, such 
as using packed gravel or permeable concrete instead of conventional concrete 
or asphalt to enhance replenishment of ground water, are used as well. 

VOCABULARY WORKSHEET 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Using the descriptions provided in the Study Guide, write a 2 
to 4 sentence definition for each term. 

Environmental 
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First Draft: __________________________________________________ 

Final 

Definition:__________________________________________________ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_degradation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_resource
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_resource
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive_solar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Active_solar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_roof
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rain_gardens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rain_gardens
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b5/PA120016.JPG
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Drywall First Draft: __________________________________________________ 

Final 

Definition:__________________________________________________ 

Joists First Draft: __________________________________________________ 

Final 

Definition:__________________________________________________ 
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Carcinogen First Draft: __________________________________________________ 

Final 

Definition:__________________________________________________ 

Safety Plan First Draft: __________________________________________________ 

Final 

Definition:__________________________________________________ 
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Green Building First Draft: __________________________________________________ 

Final 

Definition:__________________________________________________ 
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